European Consortia for Security Research

Building European Consortia for Security Research

fit4sec offers a knowledge-community-platform that is unique in Germany and actively supports German actors in participating in the EU Research and Innovation Programm (Horizon 2020) as well as in meeting the challenges of increasing user orientation in building research alliances.

The “Lighthouse Project” is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as part of the “German Applicants fit for Europe” scheme.

Goals

- Establishing a Europe-wide network of end-users, industrial actors (especially SMEs), interdisciplinary academic institutions
- Bundling of existing competences in Germany for civil security research
- Formation of interdisciplinary research alliances that successfully face up to European competition

Your points of contact in the fit4sec network:

1. Federal Association of the German Energy and Water Industries
   www.bdew.de

2. Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft
   www.iabg.de

3. Brandenburg Institute for Society and Security
   www.bigs-potsdam.org

4. Federal Criminal Police Office of Germany
   www.bka.de

5. Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communication Systems
   www.fokus.fraunhofer.de

6. Federal Agency for Technical Relief
   www.thw.de

7. Universität der Bundeswehr München
   www.unibw.de

Contact:
IABG mbH (Project coordinator)
c/o fit4sec
Einsteinstraße 20
85521 Ottobrunn
Germany
Tel. +49 89 6088-4880
info@fit4sec.de

Opening new horizon(s)

Research alliances for civil security research in Horizon 2020
Our services

- We analyse your project idea and provide you with suitable calls, partners and projects.
- Through our knowledge-database, we correlate our partners’ competences to Horizon 2020 calls in the field of “secure societies”.
- We actively connect you with national and European key players in security research (end-users, industry, research institutions) as part of our partner management.
- During our workshops, we support you in forming efficient research alliances and consortia.

Your added value as a partner

- You get an overview of the research and innovation landscape
- You will recognize your innovation potential for Horizon 2020 projects
- You will be “made fit” for activities in the European security research
- All services are free of charge

Our knowledge-community-platform for the end-user oriented development of European alliances for security research

How to become a partner

1. Subscribe to our newsletter and receive the latest information on events and activities.
2. Register to our knowledge-database as a prospect for Horizon 2020 and become an exclusive member of the fit4sec community.
3. If you have a project idea – then complete our questionnaire and receive a comprehensive dossier on possible partners and tenders/calls.

Become a fit4sec partner: www.fit4sec.de